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Technology has drastically changed the environment 
our kids are growing up in. Parents are feeling 
overwhelmed and frustrated by the barrage of 

exploitation dangers facing their children online. 

From unwanted exposure to hardcore internet 
pornography to grooming, cyberbullying, sexting, sex 
trafficking, and sexual predators, parents are growing 

increasingly worried about the threatening digital 
world their children are forced to grow up in.

Most young people long for some type of 
interaction with others that seems genuine. Sadly, 

more and more online predators are leveraging this 
reality. 

As technology advances, new forms of crimes 
emerge. Never before has it been easier for 

perpetrators to make contact with children, share 
images of abuse, hide their identity and profits –
and inspire each other to commit further crimes.



The Children’s Trust Fund wants to provide 
resources to help parents protect their children 

in this ever-changing digital age. 

This series of videos and resource guides 
discusses topics related to digital safety, 

awareness, and prevention. 

These are effective tools for increasing public 
awareness or as tools to support training for 

educators, law enforcement, service providers, 
lawmakers, engaging parents and other 

community members in a dialogue on the 
importance of prevention and digital safety. 

We want you to use these resources and share 
with your family, children, friends, colleagues, 
and peers who work with children and youth.



Initiative

Web Site

Videos

Educator Guide

Parent Guide

Youth Guide

Youth Poster

Social Media • Posters can be 
downloaded, shared and 
printed. Each poster 
includes a QR code that 
links directly to the digital 
safety videos or resources. 

• Social Media (includes 
graphics and shorter 
Reels/TikTok-style videos)

Goal
• Our goal with the digital safety 

prevention initiative is to educate,  

empower, and equip Alabama’s 

youth, teens, parents/guardians, 

educators, law enforcement, and 

others in the community about the 

risks of online activities and 

connect them with resources in the 

community that will strengthen the 

family and help youth and teens 

have positive online experiences. 



WEBSITE











YOUTH POSTER



YOUTH GUIDE
(8 pages)

















EDUCATOR GUIDE
(2 of 6 pages)





PARENT GUIDE
(2 of 6 pages)





SCAN QR CODE
TO WATCH 

VIDEOS





WHY IS THIS 
DIGITAL SAFETY 

INITIATIVE SO 
IMPORTANT?





In 2021, Bark analyzed more 
than 3.4 billion messages across 
texts, email, and 30+ apps and 
social media platforms. These 
findings exclude school-based 
accounts.

2021 ANNUAL REPORT
RESEARCH ON CHILDREN AND 

TECHNOLOGY
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The Silhouette Challenge (#silhouettechallenge) is a trend 
that has been going viral on TikTok that involves dancing 
provocatively as a silhouette while the details of your 
body are mostly obscured by a red filter.
There are now many videos on YouTube instructing 
people how to use editing software or apps to change the 
contrast and color in a way that reduces the silhouette 
effect. Because participants are just a silhouette in the 
challenge, many are wearing less clothing, or lingerie, or 
nothing at all. The goal of the editing is to reveal their 
bodies.
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Source:  Teens and Pornography Report

On January 10, Common Sense launched its newest research report, 
"Teens and Pornography, which documents the results of a 
demographically representative national survey of more than 1,300 
teens (age 13 to 17) in the United States. 

The report confirms that the majority of teen respondents have 
watched pornography online—and some have seen it by age 10 or 
younger. And while some have discovered it accidentally, a significant 
number of teens said they were viewing online pornography 
intentionally on a regular basis.

Here's what else we learned about how teens in this survey engaged 
with pornography:
•44% have seen it intentionally. Additionally, 58% have seen it 
accidentally.
•71% who said they have intentionally watched pornography reported 
viewing it in the last week.

Unintentional exposure to pornography could be a common 
experience for teens, as 63% of those who said they have only seen 
pornography accidentally reported that they had been exposed to 
pornography in the past week. 

TEENS AND PORNOGRAPHY  
AKA CHILD SEXUAL ABUSE MATERIAL (CSAM)

https://www.commonsensemedia.org/research/teens-and-pornography?utm_source=dev_pornography-report-release_gendev_20230110&utm_medium=email
https://click.commonsense-email.org/?qs=4565934bdf0319f0ec8843cd02a1f87218e061cceb456eea66a23f2d6e31a767a881c4cdbe5e49e96fdae3f088a6f4b0cf3c4a7a38e5d964


Source:  https://www.bark.us/annual-report-2021/

https://www.bark.us/annual-report-2021/


Source:  Thorn for Parents  

The internet and social media are now a normal part of growing 
up for young people—including their natural exploration of 
identity, sexuality, and relationships. And as a result, sharing nude 
selfies has become increasingly common among youth today.

In fact, 40% of teens surveyed in Thorn’s research think it’s 
normal for people their age to share nudes with each other.

But trust is easily broken – and often, what is intended to be a 
private image can quickly become a viral image circulated online, 
resulting in the victim being rejected, isolated, and shamed by 
their peers and family.

https://parents.thorn.org/?gclid=CjwKCAiAk--dBhABEiwAchIwkbZBAhhBuCLzSpdj-EPs3q4FfM5SvSqubVjX9DUcodL3Rqt74WxazBoC_xUQAvD_BwE


Source:  EndTAB (Ending Tech-Enabled Abuse)

Source:  Thorn for Parents  

https://endtab.org/
https://parents.thorn.org/?gclid=CjwKCAiAk--dBhABEiwAchIwkbZBAhhBuCLzSpdj-EPs3q4FfM5SvSqubVjX9DUcodL3Rqt74WxazBoC_xUQAvD_BwE


is a serious crime that 
occurs when someone 
threatens to distribute 

your private and 
sensitive material if you 

don't provide them 
images of a sexual 

nature, sexual favors, or 
money.

SEXTORTION



The FBI issued a public safety alert in 
December 2022 warning of an "explosion" in 

cases of teenagers and young boys being 
tricked into sending explicit pictures online. 

In 2022, law enforcement received over 7,000 
reports related to the online financial 

sextortion of minors, resulting in at least 
3,000 victims, primarily boys, and more than a 

dozen suicides in the U.S.

Source:  FBI News Press Release

If a child is being exploited online, contact your local FBI 
field office or report it online at tips.fbi.gov.
The National Center for Missing and Exploited Children 
(NCMEC) has outlined steps parents and young people 
can take if they or their child are a victim of sextortion.

SEXTORTION

https://www.fbi.gov/news/press-releases/press-releases/fbi-and-partners-issue-national-public-safety-alert-on-financial-sextortion-schemes
https://tips.fbi.gov/
https://www.missingkids.org/gethelpnow/isyourexplicitcontentoutthere#overview


Source:  National Center for Missing and Exploited Children (NCMEC). 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NzKLcvUQAqA



EFFECTS OF IMAGE-BASED SEXUAL ABUSE

• Anxiety/Depression
• Fear of People Seeing the Images
• Fragmented/Low Self Esteem
• Social Isolation
• Low Grades/Lost Interest in Attending 

Classes
• Harassment On and Offline (stalking, 

threats, physical abuse, PTSD)
• Thoughts of Hurting Yourself/Suicide
• Loss of Employment
• Inability to Trust Future Partners



Source:  https://takeitdown.ncmec.org/

If there is an explicit image of you from when you were 
18 or older, you can get help at stopncii.org. 

https://takeitdown.ncmec.org/
https://stopncii.org/


DANGEROUS APPS FOR KIDS & TEENS

For even the most tech-savvy of parents, keeping up with 
all of the latest apps your kid wants to download can be a 
real struggle. Trends change, social media platforms evolve, 
and new viral apps can explode onto the scene in a matter 
of days. Making things even harder, it can be difficult to tell 
which apps are really a threat to your child’s well-being.

Source:  https://www.bark.us/blog/dangerous-apps-kids//

https://www.bark.us/blog/dangerous-apps-kids/


DANGEROUS APPS/GAMES FOR YOUTH

The most popular social media apps among today’s kids 
are YouTube, Snapchat, TikTok, and Instagram. Here’s 
why some parents find them concerning:

•YouTube videos aren’t screened before publication, allowing 
kids to find plenty of inappropriate content.

•Snapchat content disappears after 24 hours. Some kids (and 
predators) take advantage of this by sharing explicit photos or 
videos.

•TikTok has very loose content guidelines, so kids may run 
into offensive or explicit content.

•Research shows Instagram use worsens body image and 
mental health issues among young girls.

Social media platforms also open the door for 
cyberbullying from peers and online strangers alike.

Some companion apps, like the video editor Zoomerang, 
include a dangerous location-tracking feature.

Source:  https://www.bark.us/blog/dangerous-apps-kids//

https://www.safewise.com/blog/13-ways-to-keep-kids-safe-from-cyberbullying/
https://www.safewise.com/faq/child-baby-safety/child-online-protection/
https://www.bark.us/blog/dangerous-apps-kids/




Watch for these potentially dangerous social media apps too:

Tout
Spreely
Triller
MeWe
Gab

GETTER
VSCO
WeChat
Wishbone
Marco Polo

Tumblr
Reddit
Facebook
Twitter
QZone

Rumble
Social
IRL
YikYak
Hoop

DANGEROUS APPS/GAMES FOR YOUTH

Source:  https://www.bark.us/blog/dangerous-apps-kids//

https://www.bark.us/blog/dangerous-apps-kids/


Snapchat has been around since 2011 and popularized 
the trend of “disappearing messages.” However, kids 
may not always fully understand that nothing really 
disappears on the internet — especially when a 
screenshot is just a quick button tap away.

In addition to providing a space to send nudes, 
Snapchat also presents other dangers for teens. 
The GPS-powered Snap Map enables friends 
(and potentially even strangers) to know your 
child’s exact whereabouts. 

There’s also been a recent uptick in drug 
dealers using Snapchat to connect with young 
people, as they think it’s “safer” than texting or 
emailing.  Spoiler Alert:  It’s NOT!

Source:  https://www.bark.us/blog/dangerous-apps-kids//

https://www.bark.us/blog/what-parents-dont-know-snapchat/
https://www.bark.us/blog/kid-sending-nudes-help/
https://www.bark.us/blog/dangerous-apps-kids/


Close on the heels of Snapchat is Instagram, the popular 
photo and video sharing platform owned by Facebook. Like 
Snapchat, Instagram has also added disappearing messages and 
photos. It’s even developed its own version of TikTok called 
Reels — short videos set to music or viral audio clips.

One of Instagram’s primary dangers is the sheer 
amount of inappropriate content kids can access in just 
a matter of seconds, especially porn. Parents may 
overlook this but remember that a private account 
does nothing to prevent explicit searches — it just 
prevents certain users from viewing your kid’s posts.

The app has recently taken steps to create a safer 
environment for its younger users, but many of these changes 
(like defaulting to private profiles for those under 16) are either 
ineffective or can quickly and easily be turned off by a child in 
their settings.

Source:  https://www.bark.us/blog/dangerous-apps-kids//

https://www.bark.us/blog/is-instagram-safe/
https://about.instagram.com/blog/announcements/continuing-to-make-instagram-safer-for-the-youngest-members-of-our-community
https://www.bark.us/blog/dangerous-apps-kids/


FAKE INSTAGRAM ACCOUNTS IN SCHOOLS

Almost every middle/high school is going to have some 
sort of fake Instagram pages that are made to make fun of 
other people.  These pages are a nuisance and can cause a 
lot of drama at the school as well as being plain mean. You 
should discuss these types of pages with your kids, so they 
know what your expectations are.

The pictures used for these pages are either copied from 
the student’s own Instagram page or taken without the 
student’s knowledge.

Smash or Pass Page:  Kids post a picture of fellow 
students on this page, and everyone says if they would 
smash (have sex with) or pass. AA: Kiss or Miss and many 
other similar names.

Rate My Rack:  Kids post a picture of fellow female 
classmates and rate them. They are usually not discussing 
deer. FYI - teachers are almost always included on this one.

Source:  Deputy Gomez, School Resource Officer

https://www.facebook.com/deputygomez


Rate my Shoes:  This one is popular for kids to post pictures of 
teachers’ shoes or under the stall pictures of students using the 
restroom.

(School Name) Confessions:  This page is for people to post 
pictures and reveal secrets about what’s happening at the school. I 
have battled the drama from these pages the most at the schools.

(School Name) Dates:  Students post pictures of kids and then 
suggest who should date who.

Ratchet List:  This is a page dedicate to pictures of female 
students who people think have sex with everyone. This one is 
usually not based in any reality but ends up being very hurtful to 
the female students.

(Area Code) Fights:  This page is dedicated to all the rights and 
confrontations in a larger area than the school. Some schools will 
send representatives to fight kids at other schools just so they can 
get the video on this page.

Source:  Deputy Gomez, School Resource Officer

FAKE INSTAGRAM ACCOUNTS IN SCHOOLS

https://www.facebook.com/deputygomez


Body Count List:  This page shows pictures of kids and lists the 
kids others think they have had sex with. It quickly becomes a 
competition.

Rape List:  This is a page dedicated to exposing male students 
who people believe have forced themselves on female students. 
This page is very damaging to anyone who shows up on the page 
and there are no checks or balances so anyone can accuse anyone 
of anything.

Contrary to popular belief, police can not just ask Instagram to 
delete the pages. Police can report it and sometimes Instagram 
will delete the page. Unfortunately, if the page gets deleted, it can 
be started again under a new name in a few minutes by any 
student at the school.

There is no real way to shield your kids from these pages. Talk to 
your kids about the consequences of posting pictures of 
themselves and others on social media.

Source:  Deputy Gomez, School Resource Officer

FAKE INSTAGRAM ACCOUNTS IN SCHOOLS

https://www.facebook.com/deputygomez


Twitter is usually considered an app for breaking news, 
celebrities, and stand-up comedians. But it’s also a go-to 
source for porn. Twitter is so expansive and has so many 
users that the app’s search bar is basically like a Google 
search.

Kids know this and use Twitter to find porn because 
the platform won’t look suspicious if a parent does a 
quick browser history check. Similarly, because Twitter 
isn’t exactly all the rage with Gen Z, it’s also not usually an app 
parents tend to worry too much about when setting screen 
time rules or creating web filters. 

Finally, kids don’t even have to sign up for a Twitter 
account or use the app to access its content — they 
can check it out anonymously through any web 
browser.

Source:  https://www.bark.us/blog/dangerous-apps-kids//

https://www.bark.us/blog/twitter-porn/
https://www.bark.us/blog/dangerous-apps-kids/


Source:  National Center on Sexual Exploitation

VICTORY: Instagram, YouTube and TikTok 
permanently shut down Pornhub's accounts!

After mounting pressure and reporting from organizations, 
survivors, and advocates, Instagram, YouTube and TikTok 
shut down Pornhub's accounts for good. Why? Because 
impunity is finally ending for companies like Pornhub that 
knowingly profit from illegal content such as child abuse, 
rape, and sex trafficking. 

This is an example of what is possible when individual 
citizens, survivors, and organizations of all backgrounds 
unite around a just cause. Pornhub is the flagship site of the 
international porn behemoth called MindGeek, which has 
been named one of the largest "Criminal Enterprises" in the 
world engaged in profiting from sexual crime.

Pornhub is now removed from all major social media 
platforms except for Twitter, and we are putting pressure 
on Twitter to shut down their account.

https://endsexualexploitation.org/articles/pornhub-just-got-kicked-off-instagram-youtube-and-tiktok-heres-why/?utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=ncose&fbclid=IwAR3Y3S1-o5o6DAli3yize9qWx6cUOC1uNvXiNX6gZ0b3PkqDuB94osLfNh8
https://u29361579.ct.sendgrid.net/ls/click?upn=7TzhiF-2FN02o7GeEW6DjdLfCGF-2F3yxYIH0swFT0CpEBK4jt2V-2F-2FtduStFP5hamfXxKPSeAKNyou0rlVdWqe0yxw-3D-3D64Oo_XAqE1bivOUeWaaWO3XvevbZF6-2Bgr5K4nzZz3K4MtLB3-2B7c98icICuM9A6gcR2EDbdI-2BDiKXrZ57DL-2BX5pLKB4pnEk3joTg11P9JdpojAaLnPZhmKKu-2FPVWeF-2B3fRhlx5WtCltKJR9p0YYNMh42YvTsckxPkiC4osCWdbvla7reKtQfAKXVqQVMXSUrs0LfXPk4itHtNJ4HEtxuE9YzzIqP3BhFum5eEWAJl45E80wnesf9YigM7-2BdqvzvugVVKXhaVXIrnBe0RFeRlATijN-2BwiwYRPf39awuqiBOzn3sTknM2GKX0-2F-2BTgXKnXxV-2FPaF-2FNciSJXZLwcPykIMO1aN02A-3D-3D


Discord is a huge place for teens to hang out and talk about gaming, 
whether they’re actively holding a controller during a game of Call of 
Duty or just shooting the breeze after school. It’s a messaging 
platform that’s very similar to Slack, and features chatrooms, direct 
messaging, voice chat, and video calls. Users can join different 
“servers” and within each server are different “channels.” Think of 
these like chat rooms. They can be for anything, from huge public 
video game servers to small, private groups of friends.

So, why is Discord so dangerous? Because it can expose kids 
to all sorts of inappropriate content, from hate speech and 
porn to bullying and online predators. Bark’s 2021 annual 
report found Discord consistently in the top five platforms for 
bullying, suicidal ideation, body image, and more. 

And even though it’s popular among teens, Discord is used by more 
than just kids, which means that adult content on the app is rampant. 
It can be easy for kids to get involved in a Discord server and make 
“friends” and then be influenced by sketchy adults.

Source:  https://www.bark.us/blog/dangerous-apps-kids//

https://www.bark.us/blog/monitor-discord-platform-gamers/
https://www.bark.us/annual-report-2021/
https://www.bark.us/blog/dangerous-apps-kids/


One of the most dangerous messaging apps for kids of the 
past decade has recently made a resurgence.YikYak is an 
anonymous chatting app that lets users within a five-mile 
radius read publicly posted messages. When we say 
anonymous, we really mean it: YikYak has no user-
names, no handles, no real names, and no photos.

Kids can struggle with online etiquette when they’re using 
their real names, so imagine how wild things can get in an 
environment with no accountability.  YikYak is also a 
breeding ground for bullying, especially when it 
becomes popular on school campuses. Rumors can 
be posted and spread like wildfire. 

Another threat to watch out for is content that 
promotes sexual assault and violence, an issue the app 
had back in 2017.

Source:  https://www.bark.us/blog/dangerous-apps-kids//

https://www.bark.us/blog/yik-yak/
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/05/27/style/yik-yak-bullying-mary-washington.html
https://www.bark.us/blog/dangerous-apps-kids/


Among Us is an animated whodunnit mystery video game 
played on phones and tablets. Designed for 4 to 10 players, the 
game pits people against each other to find the secret killer on 
their spaceship. 

If you’re wondering why Among Us made this list, it’s not 
because of the mild violence (though there’s plenty of 
that) — it’s because of the chat function. The game 
features a text chatroom for use during the emergency 
meetings to discuss who might be the imposter.

While the chat is censored, it can’t be turned off entirely. 
Profanity and violent language can be common. Also, 
many players move to Discord or Zoom to talk while 
playing. This may be fine if your child is playing with their 
friends, but often games of Among Us are played with strangers 
— opening the door to conversations with adults.

Source:  https://www.bark.us/blog/dangerous-apps-kids//

https://www.bark.us/blog/among-us/
https://www.bark.us/blog/dangerous-apps-kids/


Similar to Minecraft, Roblox is an open-world video game that’s wildly 
popular with kids 5 – 12. You can often find games with characters and 
settings from pop culture — worlds that kids like to spend time in. 

Roblox isn’t just one game, it’s actually a platform hosting 
millions of games that users have created and published.

Like with any other app that has user-generated content and an in-game 
chat feature, there’s always the chance that kids can run into 
inappropriate content while playing. This can include profanity, 
sexual content, drugs/alcohol, and more. The games themselves 
are similar to mainstream video games, with simulated violence 
(players can kill and be killed). There’s also the chance of 
children messaging with potentially predatory adults.

Source:  https://www.bark.us/blog/dangerous-apps-kids//

https://www.bark.us/blog/is-roblox-safe-for-kids/
https://www.bark.us/blog/dangerous-apps-kids/


Omegle is an anonymous video chatting platform 
that pairs. Sensing a theme? That’s right — anonymous 
apps are usually some of the most dangerous apps 
out there for kids.

Children have been known to go on Omegle in groups, 
looking for excitement during a sleepover much like our 
generation did with prank calls or AOL chat rooms. 

But what they find on Omegle can be extremely dangerous. 
Kids can be exposed to nudity and even real-life sex 
acts on screen. Predators can lurk on the site, 
grooming children and saving photos and videos 
from their encounters with a complete stranger
anywhere in the world.

Source:  https://www.bark.us/blog/dangerous-apps-kids//

https://www.bark.us/blog/omegle-monitoring-are-your-kids-talking-to-strangers/
https://www.bark.us/blog/dangerous-apps-kids/


Source:  https://www.bark.us/blog/dangerous-apps-kids//

What is Hoop? Think of it like Tinder meets 
Snapchat — almost literally. The app allows kids 
as young as 12 to form connections with total 
strangers. 

By swiping through profiles — which include the 
person’s age, gender, and photos — users can pick who 
they’d like to start a conversation with. They can then 
request that person’s Snapchat username with the tap 
of a button to continue the conversation there. 

While adults are also able to use the app, Hoop claims 
that users over 18 won’t be shown kids’ profiles (and 
vice versa). Still, this seems a little too close for 
comfort.

https://www.bark.us/blog/hoop-app-tinder-teens/


Kik is a free instant messaging/chat app that has almost 
no redeeming value. The company states that it’s for kids 13 
and older, but the App Store rates it as inappropriate for 
anyone younger than 17. This is because of the vast 
amount of sexual content the app can expose kids to.

If you don’t use Kik to chat with friends you already know (and 
why would you, if you have texting capability, Facebook 
Messenger, or other more reputable apps), you’re left with 
nothing but strangers in chat rooms. 

Because of this, the potential for predation is enormous 
with Kik. As such, it’s definitely not a messaging app for kids.

Source:  https://www.bark.us/blog/dangerous-apps-kids//

https://www.bark.us/guides/app-management/kik
https://www.bark.us/blog/dangerous-apps-kids/


VAULT APPS

Vault apps are used to hide content on phones 
and tablets, from photos and files to other 
apps that kids don’t want their parents to 
know about. They often look like harmless apps —
a popular one is a fake calculator, which 
grown-ups wouldn’t usually think twice about. 

Sometimes, these apps require a passcode to gain 
entry. Some even take a photo if someone is trying to 
figure out the combination to it! Whether they’re 
hiding off-limits apps like Snapchat or even 
inappropriate photos, nudes, or racy memes, 
vault apps can spell trouble.

Source:  https://www.bark.us/blog/dangerous-apps-kids//

https://www.bark.us/blog/find-hidden-apps/
https://www.bark.us/blog/dangerous-apps-kids/


Source:  https://www.bark.us/blog/dangerous-apps-kids//

Many of the apps we’ve discussed so far are social media 
platforms or games.Yarn, on the other hand, is something 
you wouldn’t expect. It’s a reading app, but definitely 
not one you want your kids downloading. Yarn tells 
stories via fake text messages (it looks like you’re in 
iMessage reading a friend’s thread) that are either 
scary or sexual. Some of the titles you can access 
include “Send Nudes?,” “He’s Watching Me,” “Serial 
Slasher,” and “Sexting 101.”

In addition to text messages, you can also watch short 
videos on a variety of topics. Sometimes, they’re even in the 
form of TikToks. You can also listen to audio clips kind of like 
an audiobook or podcast.

https://www.bark.us/blog/yarn-app/


HOW TO TALK WITH YOUR KIDS ABOUT APPS 
AND HOW THEY CAN BE SAFE ONLINE

Oftentimes, children just want to keep up with the apps that 
their peers are using. They may not even realize just how 
dangerous apps for kids can be. 

We recommend sitting down with your child and talking 
through any new apps they’d like to download. Discuss the pros 
and cons of each, keeping in mind that “because everyone else 
has it” isn’t the best of arguments. But be sure to listen to what 
they have to say. Their research and passion may surprise you!

Sometimes, talking about a simple app can turn into a very 
important conversation about safety, sex, or even mental health. 
No matter what you decide when it comes to allowing your kid 
to use an app, consider making a tech contract. This 
document, which is created collaboratively, can help set 
expectations around and guidance for your child’s online 
activity.

Source:  https://www.bark.us/blog/dangerous-apps-kids//

https://www.bark.us/blog/tech-accountability-create-technology-contract-family/
https://www.bark.us/blog/dangerous-apps-kids/


BARK
Monitors 30+ apps for signs of cyberbullying, depression, 
online predators, and more.

Protect Young Eyes
Explains digital trends, social media, & parental controls.
Download The PROTECT App – 500+ mini lessons
Social Media, Gaming, Photo and Video Apps 
Explained 

NetSmartz
Topics Include Cyberbullying, Misleading Information, Online 
Predators & Safety Strategies. 

Defend Young Minds
How to talk to your kids about porn

Mothers Against Sexual Exploitation | Defeating a 
Predatory Industry
Video from National Center on Sexual Exploitation (NCOSE)

EMPOWER KIDS WITH 
DIGITAL DEFENSE SKILLS

https://www.bark.us/?utm_source=aw&utm_medium=paid-search&utm_campaign=website-branded-google&utm_content=120345937671&utm_term=e&gclid=Cj0KCQiAtbqdBhDvARIsAGYnXBNFjN5GzTRIWgkuXkltL5lx6XQAC2JwdqFlSsBkt1ELX_7VQvBFHLMaAuwHEALw_wcB
https://protectyoungeyes.com/
https://protectyoungeyes.com/protect-app/
https://protectyoungeyes.com/apps/
https://www.missingkids.org/netsmartz/intothecloud?gclid=Cj0KCQiAtbqdBhDvARIsAGYnXBPnjrjfe45KWemDIQgzOuZt79SKEtP_QgyghMfmNgLoAnqZHBmT1Z8aAt-_EALw_wcB
https://www.defendyoungminds.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YnTxH6hwdWI




THANK YOU!

h t t p s : / / c t f . a l a b a m a . g o v / d i g i t a l - s a f e t y

Alicia Roper, Deputy Director

Children’s Trust Fund of Alabama

alicia.roper@ctf.alabama.gov

https://ctf.alabama.gov/ 

This Initiative is made possible by funding
through the Alabama Department
of Child Abuse and Neglect Prevention/
Children’s Trust Fund of Alabama.

Barbara Fowler, Co-Founder

Fowler Davis 4 Change

fowlerdavis4change@gmail.com

FowlerDavis4Change.org 

https://ctf.alabama.gov/digital-safety
https://ctf.alabama.gov/
https://www.fowlerdavis4change.org/
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